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Section 8: On a principle of duality 
Let s be a constant number and let .8 denote an unbounded point set lying 
in a sector -:n:+e<arg z<:n:-e, where e>O. lff(z) and g(z) possess in .8 
for large izi asymptotic expansions of the form 
(100) f(z) ~ 1' A 11 z-s-ll and g(z) ~ 1'(- )"A11 z-s-ll, 
h h 
then these functions possess: in .8 also asymptotic expansions of the form 
(101) f(z-1) ~ 1' a111po(z,h+s) and g(z) ~ 1'(- )"an1pi(z,h+s). 
h h 
Proof: We shall show that 
(102) 
h 
a11 = 1 Akvn-k( -s-k, 0), 
k-0 
where vn(p, 0) denotes the polynomial occurring in (84) and (85), possesses 
the required property. 
We have according to (84) 
f(z-1) ~ 1' Ak(z-1)-s-k ~ 1' Akvn(-s-k,0)1po(z,h+k+s) 
k k.h 
~ 1'an1po(z,n+s), 
.. 
where an is defined by (102). Applying (85) we obtain 
g(z) ~ 1'(- )k Akz-s-k ~ 1'(- )k+ll Akvn( -s-k, 0)1p1(z, h+k+ s) 
k ~~~ 
~ 1'(- )"an 1p1(z, n+ s) . 
This completes the proof. 
22 Series A 
.. 
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To give an example I use the convergent expansion 1) valid for Re z > 1 
( 1) ( - )" B(n) (103) -log 1-z =1z(z+1) ... (;+n)=1(-)nB~"l1po(z,n+1), 
n n 
where B;:'l are the Bernoulli numbers with index n and order n occurring 
in the identity 
(104) 
t B(n) 
( 1 + t) log ( 1 + t) = ~ n~ tn (jtj < 1). 
The proof of (103) is simple. For Re z> 1 the function 
1 
<p(z) = J (1-t)Z-2log (~-t) dt 
0 
has the property that 
1 1 
<p'(z) = J (1-t)z-2 tdt = J {(1-t)Z-2-(1-t)z-l}dt = z~ 1 -~, 
0 0 
so that <p(z), apart from a constant term, is equal to log (1- (1/z)). This 
constant term is equal to zero since <p(z) _,.. 0 as z _,.. oo. This gives according 
to (104) 1 
- log (1 - ~) = - J ( 1 - t)z-2 t dt 
z log (1-t) 
0 
1 (-)n B(n) 
= L n! n J (1-t)z-qn dt 
n 0 
- ~ (- )n B(n) T(z) 
- k " T(z+n+ 1)' 
" 
which yields the required formula (103). 
Formula (103) gives in the sector -n+s<arg z<n-s the asymptotic 
expansion 
(105) 1 (1 1) ~' (-)n B~n) ~1 ( )n B(n) ( 1) 
- og - z "" k z(z+ 1) ... (z+n) ""k - n 1po z, n+ · 
n n 
Indeed -log (1- (1/z)) possesses an asymptotic expansion in which each 
term is a constant times z-h, where h is a positive integer, so that this 
function possesses in the said sector an asymptotic factorial expansion 
with index 0, parameter 0 and exponent 1; according to (103) this 
expansion has the form indicated in (105). 
Example: Applying the principle of duality with s= 1, 
f(z) =log (1 + D = ~- 2~2 + ... , 
g(z) =-log (1- D = ~ + 2!2 + ... , 
1) Formula (103) (with z replaced by z + 1) occurs in the book ofN. E. NoRLUND, 
Lec;ons sur les series d'interpolation, 1926, Paris, on page 225 and also in the book of 
L. M. MILNE-THOMSON, The calculus of finite differences, on page 319 (example 16), 
but in both places with the same misprint. The coefficient (-)8 B~•) occurring there 
must be replaced by (-)8 - 1 B~•::l)· 
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we deduce from (105) in the sector -n+.s<arg z<n-e 
(106) -log ( 1-D = g(z) _, ~' B~"l 1p1(z,n+ 1) ""~' (z- 1)(z-:~":. (z-n-1) · 
Section 9. Numerical differentiation and integration. 
In this section .8 is an unbounded point set lying in a sector 
-n+.s<arg z<n-e, where e> 0, such that each point z of .8 has the 
property that z + 1 belongs to g. 
Theorem 6: If a function f(z) possesses in .8 an asymptotic expansion 
(107) 
"' 
where fl = 0 or 1, then we have in .8 
f(z+ 1)- f(z) _,_ ,L'(m+s)amVJiz+u+fl, m+s+ 1). 
m 
It is unnecessary to say that one of the advantages of the theory of 
the factorial series lies in the fact that the numerical differentiation 
f(z+1)-f(z) is so simple in this theory. 
Proof: We have 
F(z+u+ 1) F(z+u) 
?po(z+u+ 1, m+s)-?po(z+u, m+s) = T(z+u+ 1+m+8) F(z+u+m+8) 
T(z+u) 
=- (m+s) F(z+u+ 1+m+ 8 ) =- (m+s) ?po(z+u, m+s+ 1) 
and 
T(z+u+1-m-8) F(z+u-m-8) 
1p1(z+u+ 1,m+s) -1p1(z+u, rn+s) = T(z+u+ 1) - T(z+u) 
F(z+u-m-8) 
=- (m+s) F(z+u+ 1) =- (m+s) 1p1(z+u+ 1, m+s+ 1). 
This gives the required result. 
Theorem 7: If f(z) possesses ~n .8 the asymptotic expansion (107) 
with Re s > 1, then we have in .8 
(108) ,Lf(z+h),....., !' m;;_1 ?pl'(z+u-fl,,m+s-1). 
h m 
Proof: It follows from (107), applied with z replaced by z+h, that 
for fixed z and large h 
f(z+h) = Oh-R83, 
where Res> 1, so that the series occurring on the left hand side of (108) 
converges. Let F(z) be the sum of this series and let G(z) denote an 
asymptotic sum of the asymptotic series occurring on the right hand 
side of (108). Then F(z)-F(z+1)=f(z) and according to the preceding 
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theorem and formula (107), 
G(z)- G(z +I) ,...., z' m+ar:-l { "P.u(z+u- ,u, m+s-1)-
"' -"P.u(z+ 1 +u-,u, m+s-1)} 
,...., z' am "P.u(z+u, m+s),...., f(z) = F(z) -F(z+ 1). 
m 
For each constant q> 1 we have therefore 
(109) F(z)-F(z+ 1) = G(z)-G(z+ l)+Oizl-q· 
We have 
00 
(llO) Z lz+hl-q = Olzll-q. 
h=O 
Indeed the contribution to the left hand side of (llO) of the terms with 
h<2lzl is Olzll-q; for the terms with h>2lzl we have lz+hl>fh, so that 
the contribution to the left hand side of (llO) of the terms with h> 2lzl is 
< 2q Z h-q = Olzll-q. 
h>2lzl 
This gives (llO). By means of (109) we find therefore for each positive 
integer h, uniformly in h 
(Ill) F(z)-F(z+h) = G(z)-G(z+h)+Oizll-q 
Here F(z+h) __,.. 0 ash__,.. oo, according to the definition of the function F. 
It follows from the definition of the function G that G(z) =Oizll-Res, so 
that for sufficiently large h 
G(z+h) = Olzll-q. 
Formula (Ill) gives therefore 
F(z) = G(z) +0lzl1-q. 
This holds for each constant q> 1, so that F(z) and G(z) are asymptotically 
equal. 
As an application we give the following result whose formulation does 
not involve factorial series. 
Theorem 8: Assume that a function x(z) possesses in .8 an asymptotic 
expansion in which each term is a constant times z-h, where h is an integer 
;;;. 2. Then both the functions 
00 z x(z + n) and - 1 + II ( 1 + x(z + n n 
n n=O 
posses in .8 asymptotic expansions in which each term is a constant times 
z-h, where h is a positive integer. 
Proof: The function x(z) possesses in .8 an asymptotic factorial 
expansion with exponent 2, so that according to the preceding theorem 
z,x(z + n) possesses in .8 an asymptotic factorial expansion with exponent 1. 
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This yields the first assertion. Furthermore 
log (l+x(z)) = .L (-)h xh+l(z) 
h h+l 
possesses in .8 an asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant 
times z-h, where h is an integer > 2, so that this function possesses in .8 
an asymptotic factorial expansion with exponent 2. According to the 
preceding section the function Ln log ( l + x(z + n)) possesses in .8 an 
asymptotic expansion with exponent l. This function possesses therefore 
in .8 an asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant times 
z-h, where h is a positive integer. Consequently also the function 
00 
-l +II (l + x(z+n)) = er,.Jog(l+x<z+n)) -l 
n=O 
has in .8 an asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant times 
z-h, where h is a positive integer. This completes the proof. 
Section l 0: On an asymptotic functional relation. 
Let .8 be again an unbounded point set lying in an sector 
-n+e<arg z<n-e, where e denotes a fixed positive constant. Assume 
that a function f(z) possesses in .8 an asymptotic factorial expansion 
(112) f(z) ,-..; _Lam'I/'1Jz+u,m+s) 
m 
with index f-l, parameter u and exponent s. The purpose of this section 
is to deduce under a general condition a linear recurrence relation between 
the coefficients am occurring in this asymptotic expansion. 
To formulate this general condition we define in .8 infinitely many 
functions !J? 1(z) (l=O, l, ... ), such that !pz(z) possesses in .8 a given 
asymptotic factorial expansion with index l- f-l, parameter u and ex-
ponent t and that !pz(z) tends in .8 asymptotically to zero as l-+ =· 
Then we have in .8 for each constant integer l > 0 
(113) !pz(z) ,-..; .L' bzn '1/'I-p(z + u, n + t) 
.. 
Notice that the indices f-l and l- f-l occurring in (112) and (113) are distinct. 
Let iXz(l=O, l, ... ) denote arbitrary constants. Let .8* denote an un-
bounded set such that for each given integer l;>O each point z of .8* 
with sufficiently large lzl has the property that z+£Xz belongs to .8· To 
show that the series 
(114) .L' f(z+£Xz) !pz(z+£Xz) 
I 
converges asymptotically in .8*, we note that the asymptotic factorial 
expansion of f(z) has the exponent s, so that in .8 
j(z) = Olzi-Res ; 
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by hypothesis <pz(z) tends in 8 asymptotically to zero as l-+ oo, so that 
also f(z)<pz(z) tends asymptotically to zero; consequently f(z+xz)<pz(z+xz) 
tends in 8* asymptotically to zero as l approaches infinity, so that the 
series (114) converges asymptotically in 8*. 
Now we impose on the function f(z) the condition that the asymptotic 
sum of (114) possesses in 8* a given asymptotic factorial expansion, 
with given index v, given parameter v and given exponent s+t. In other 
words, we assume that f(z) satisfies in 8* the asymptotic functional 
relation 
(115) !' f(z+xz)<pz(z+xz) ""!' Cr'IJ'y(z+v,r+s+t), 
I r 
where the series on the right hand side is given. This functional relation 
is called homogeneous if all the coefficients er(r=O, l, ... ) are equal to 
zero; then the asymptotic functional relation assumes the form 
(116) !' f(z+xz)<pz(z+xz) ""0. 
I 
The following theorem gives the required linear recurrence relation 
between the coefficients am occurring in (112). 
Theorem 9: If f(z) satisfies in 8* the given asymptotic functional 
relation (115) and possesses in 8 the asymptotic expansion (112), then the 
coefficients am occurring in this expansion satisfy for each integer r;;;. 0 
the linear relation 
) L ( _ )(1-Y)(r-m-nl ((-)Y(.xz+u-v) -w(n+t, m+B)) r-m-n (117) Z.m.n 
m+n.;;r F(r+B+t) 
F(m+n+B+t) ambln = Cr, 
where the sum is extended over the integers l;;;. 0 and over the integers m;;;. 0 
and n;;;.O with m+no;;;;r, and where w(n+t, m+s) is defined in (67). 
Remark l: If r is given, then the sum occurring on the left hand 
side of (117) consists of only a finite number of terms # 0, since, as we 
shall prove now, for each given integer n;;;. 0 the number of integers 
l;;;.O with bzn#O is finite. Indeed, since <pz(z) tends in 8 asymptotically 
to zero as l-+ oo, we can find an integer L(n);;;.O such that in 8 the 
order relation 
(118) <pz(z) = Oizl-n-Ret 
holds for each constant integer l;;;.L(n). This implies bzn=O for each 
integer l>L(n), for if there would exist a coefficient bzn#O with l;;;.L(n) 
then for the smallest integer p with O.;;;;p.;;;;n and bzp#O the polynomial 
<pz(z) would have the same order of magnitude as lzl-p-Ret, contrary to 
(118) and n;;;.p. 
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Remark 2: If the system of linear relations (117) is not solvable 
in ao, at, ... , then the given asymptotic functional relation (115) has in 
8 * no solution which possesses in 3 an asymptotic factorial expansion 
with exponent s. 
On the other hand, if the coefficients a0 , a1 , . . . satisfy the linear 
recurrence relations (117) for r=O, I, ... , then each function f(z) which 
possesses in 8 the asymptotic factorial expansion (112) satisfies in 8* 
the given asymptotic functional relation (115). 
Proof: Assume that f(z) possesses in 8 the given asymptotic factorial 
expansion (112). Then, according to theorem 4, we can write (114) as 
I' c:'l/'.(z+v,r+s+t), 
r 
where c: denotes the left hand side of (117). 
If f(z) satisfies moreover the given asymptotic functional relation (115), 
then we have therefore 
I' Cr'tfv(z+v,r+s+t) ,..._,I' c:'tfv(z+v,r+s+t), 
r r 
hence Cr=c: for each integer r:;;;,O, so that the linear relations (117) hold. 
Conversely, if the linear relations (117) hold, then Cr = c: for each integer 
r:;;;,O, so that f(z) satisfies the given asymptotic functional relation (115). 
This establishes the proof. 
Section II: Examination of the recurrence relations. 
In the preceding section we have reduced the question whether the 
given asymptotic functional relation (115) has a solution f(z) which 
possesses an asymptotic factorial expansion with given exponent s to 
the much simpler problem whether the linear recurrence relations (117) 
are solvable in a0, a 1, ...• In view of this fact we deduce in this section 
some simple properties of these recurrence relations. Here 8 and 8 * 
denote again unbounded point sets where 3 lies in a sector 
-n+s<arg z<n-s (s>O) and where each point z of 8* has the property 
that 8 contains all the points z + <Xo, z +<XI, .... 
Theorem IO: Assume 
Then for each choice of s the linear recurrence relations (II7) are solvable 
in ao, a1, .... If s is chosen, then by these linear relations the coefficients 
ao, at, ... are uniquely defined. Consequently the given asymptotic functional 
relation (115) has a solution f(z) which for each positive constant e possesses 
in the sector - n + e < arg z < n- e an asymptotic factorial expansion with 
arbitrarily chosen exponents. If this exponents is given, then the asymptotic 
behavior of the solution is uniquely defined. The functions which are 
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asymptotically equal to zero are therefore the only functions which satisfy 
in 3 * the homogeneous functional relation ( 116) and possess in 3 an asymptotic 
factorial expansion. 
Proof: The left hand side of (117) is a linear combination of 
a0 , a1, ..• , ar where the coefficient of ar is equal to the left hand side of 
(119) and therefore # 0. Consequently, if ao, a1, ... , ar-1 are already 
known, then there is one and only one ar which satisfies (117). 
Theorem 11: If 
(120) 2bw = 0, 
l 
then in formula (117) the number ar drops out, so that (117) gives a linear 
relation between ao, a1, ... , ar-1· If moreover Co#O, then (117) is not 
solvable in ao, a1, ... , so that the given asymptotic functional relation (115) 
does not have in 3* a solution f(z) which possesses in 3 an asymptotic 
factorial expansion. 
Proof: The coefficient of ar in (117) is equal to the left hand side 
of (120), so that ar drops out. Formula (117) assumes for r=O the form 
ao 2 bw =co, 
l 
which for co# 0 is not solvable in ao. 
Theorem 12: If (120) holds, if moreover 
(121) (s+t) 2 bzo!Xz # 2 bn 
l z 
and if the linear relations ( 117) are solvable in a0 , a1, ... , then a0 is uniquely 
defined by the linear relations (117). 
Proof: Formula (117) assumes for r = 1 the form 
(122) {- (s+t) 2 bwiXl + 2 bn} ao = c1, 
z ! 
where the coefficient of ao is # 0, so that a0 is uniquely defined. 
Theorem 13: If 
2bw=0; Co=O; (s+t)2bw1Xz=2bn; c1#0, 
! Z I 
then the linear relations (117) are not solvable in a0, a1, .... 
Proof: This follows from (122) .. 
Theorem 14: If 
2 b1o = 0; co= 0 and (r+s+t) 2 bwiXz # 2 bn 
I ! 
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for each integer r ~ 0, then the linear relations ( 117) are solvable in ao, a1, ... 
and by these relations the coefficients a0, a~, . . . are uniquely defined if s 
is given. 
Proof: We see in the proof of theorem 11 that formula (117) with 
r=O holds for each choice of a0• If r~l, then the left hand side of (117) 
is a linear combination of a0, a1, ... , ar-b when the coefficient of Ur-1 is 
equal to 
(124) 
-(r+s+t-1) !bzo,xz + !bw;60. 
I I 
Consequently, if ao, a1, ... , ar-2 are already known, then there is one 
and only one ar-1 which satisfies (117). 
Theorem 15: If 
(125) !bw=O; co=C1=0; (s+t)!bw<Xz= !bn and !bw~z#O, 
I I I I 
then (117) is solvable. We can choose ao arbitrarily and after this choice of 
ao the other coefficients a1, a2, ... are uniquely defined by (117). The given 
asymptotic functional relation (115) has therefore in the sector -n+8< 
arg z<n-8 solutions f(z) which possess asymptotic factorial expansions 
with exponent s. The asymptotic behavior of such a solution is only defined 
if the initial coefficient ao of the asymptotic expansion (112) is known. 
In particular the homogeneous functional relation (116) has in the sector 
-n+8<arg z<n-8 solutions which posses an asymptotic factorial ex-
pansion with exponent s and which are not asymptotically zero; the asymptotic 
behavior of these solutions is uniquely defined, apart from the arbitrary 
factor ao. 
Pro of: Formula ( 117) holds with r = 0 for each choice of ao and it 
holds with r= I for each choice of ao and a1. If r-;;;;. 2, then the coefficient 
of ar-1 in (117) has the value 
-(r+s+t-1) !bw<Xz + !bn = -(r-1) !bzo<Xz#O. 
I I I 
Consequently, if ao, a1, ... , ar-2 are already known, then there is one and 
only one ar-1 which satisfies (117). 
